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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we have conceptualized a novel buffer fencing composite structure which can act as a resistant
/ diluting phenomenon against stormy winds, to protect coconut palm tree farms. The main objective of
our novel structure is to reduce the violent wind loads on the coconut palm tree farms by slowing down the
wind velocity using aerodynamically designed fencing structure. Secondarily it can be modified possibly
to produce electricity generation from land falling cyclonic wind in addition.
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Introduction

In Tamil Nadu, storms have been becoming a regu-
lar event especially after Thane storm that hit east
coast districts of central Tamil Nadu during North-
East monsoon in 2011. After Thane, Tamil Nadu east
coast have witnessed the disastrous effects of Nilam
(2012); Madi (2013); Roanu-Kyant-Nada-Vardha
(2016); Okhi (2017) and Gaja (2018) in consequent
years. The most recent Okhi and Gaja storms in 2017
and 2018 (November) have left worst unseen expe-
rience in the post disaster management and recov-
ery. Since the recent storm Gaja, mainly hit the Delta
regions of Tamil Nadu, lot of damages have been
witnessed regarding the devastating of trees and
agricultural fields and ended up in huge loss for re-
spective farmers.

Storm Resistant Fencing Panel

Our proposed storm resistant fencing panels (SRFP)
consists rows of windows, on to the boundary of
which, cotton funnels are pasted. At the end of the

cotton funnels, cotton tails are stitched together in
such a way that both cotton funnels and cotton tails
homogeneously behave during the wind passage.
To step down the wind velocity, the entire inner and
outer surface areas of the mentioned cotton funnels
and cotton tails are embedded partially with stuffed
buds for the wavy flow of the wind flowing from
one side of the structure to the other side. The SRFP,
can be erected with respect to the maximum height
of the tree present in the given farm. The SRFP as a
whole structure would have a curved profile and
fitted with sharp edges at the boundaries of the win-
dows to minimize the contact area of the wind with
the structure. Based on the history of storm attacks
in the given locality, the direction in which the
SRFPs have to be erected, can be finalised.

Concept Inspiration

The washed cloths are used to be dried out in the
sun with the help of a rope or string tied-up at poles
in distant ends. When the heavy wind lashes out, the
motion of the clothes over the tied up string or rope
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gave us the spark of designing an infrastructure
which can be used to protect important elements
from lashing winds during the cyclonic storms.

frames of bamboo sticks are fabricated in such a way
that the entire panel looks holding number of cells
aligned in rows and columns.

A funnel (hopper shaped portion) is attached to
each bamboo cell in one side which is made up of
cotton cloth. In addition, a cotton made, hollow tu-
bular tail is attached to the hopper shaped funnel
with an aluminium ring at the junction. The alu-
minium ring is mechanically stitched with both hop-
per portion of the funnel and cotton tail, so as to
make the funnel and tail functions together simulta-
neously. All the bamboo cells are attached with a
similar cotton funnel and cotton tail as described
above.

All the cotton funnels and attached cotton tails
are embedded with cotton stuffed buds conically
inwards in the hopper portion and longitudinally
throughout in the tail portion respectively.

The SFRP is erected in such a way that it has a
curved profile both horizontally and vertically, cov-
ering 40 to 50 degrees in the top view. The curved
profile is possible because of the strength and flex-
ibility offered by the bamboo frames. Since the bam-
boo sticks will have a cylindrical surface, the contact
area of the wind mass with individual cell is less.
This ensures the structural stability of the proposed
panels during heavy wind.

When the stormy wind mass approaches the
farm, it would get hit on to the surface of the panels
(which are erected in the vicinity of the farm bound-
ary) on one side. The impacted wind would slide

Fig. 1. Drying clothes over a tied-up string outdoor

Fig. 2. Proposed Storm Resistant Fencing Panels (SRFP) in full stretched condition

Principal Components

Our proposed storm resistant fencing panels
(SRFP)consists of few principal parts (or) compo-
nents. The principal components are:
1. The external bamboo frames
2. The internal bamboo frames
3. Receiving Cotton funnel
4. Cotton tail
5. Connecting Aluminium ring
6. Cotton stuffed buds (funnels & tails)

Technical Description

The Storm Resistant Fencing Panels (SFRP) consists
of larger size bamboo frames, within which square
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aside into the bamboo cells and have to flow
through the funnel and tail in the other side of the
panel, which is supposed to carry the wind through-
out its entire length. Since the cotton funnel and tail
runs through the farm in a given alignment, would
be freely oscillating with the violent wind flow dur-
ing the storms. But, the provision of lengthy cotton
tails (along the length of the farm), which is embed-
ded with cotton stuffed buds in inner circumference,
helps in reducing the impact of wind mass by allow-
ing the wind mass to flow through the undulated
wavy surface inside the cotton tail. So, the wind en-
ergy which are supposed to cause the palm coconut
trees fallen down or broken at the stem region, are
reduced down by surrounded Storm Resistant Fenc-
ing Panels.

Advantages of Proposed SRFP

The highlights of our proposed infrastructure are:
(i) No electrical / electronic equipment involved

(So, no E-waste generation)
(ii) No plastic material involved in the fabrication
(iii) No power consumption
(iv) One time investment and No complex mainte-

nance
(v) No skilled supervision required; It automati-

cally works with the wind flow.
(vi) The infrastructure can be improvised with the

means of electricity generation from the wind.

Conclusion

Since the loss of agricultural crops and important
trees during the storms can never be compensated
satisfactorily, our proposed infrastructure can make
a significant difference in pre-storm disaster man-
agement. In large scale execution, the proposed de-
sign can be a wealthy investment for the benefit of
farmers and farm owners.
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